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Introduction:
These use cases briefly outline examples of revenue recognition requirements in the delivery of software and high value digital assets.  They are presented to the OASIS SDD Technical committee for consideration of including revenue recognition elements in the formation of the software delivery descriptor.

Use Cases:
	Publisher Requirement: Need a revenue recognition event. (PRIMARY)

Consumer Requirement: Need to trigger a reconciliation event.
Publisher/Customer Joint Requirement: Recognize additional new business event.

	(PRIMARY) Software publisher wants to deliver a full working version of their software to a customer that has paid for the software.  Publisher may not recognize revenue without a positive affirmation of receipt of said software.
	Derivation: publisher pushes content that has not been paid for, but has a price.

Derivation: customer pulls content that has not been paid for, but has a price.
	Publisher stages product to file system (source) that is accessible to the customer.
Publisher pushes file(s) to consumers (target) file system.
	Derivation: Customer pulls file to customer file system.
	An application (installer, an existing application of customers machine, the download manager, or auto run app), confirms to the publisher that 100% of the pushed content has landed on the target.
	Derivation: secondary process such as a pre existing application that utilizes the contents of the download confirms utilization of the new content.
Derivation: for Customer that manually pulls the software content, a manual confirmation can be sent back to the publisher.
Derivation: Customer needs to close an internal PO for the content that was just received.
Derivation: Publisher needs to bill user for files/features take/used and not paid for.
	(RECONCILLIATION –dual use of confirmation syntax) Software customer signs a PO for a piece of software.  Software customer downloads the software listed on the PO.  Software customer needs to tell his or her OWN accounting department to close the PO.
(100% of bits, 50% of functions) Publisher makes available software that the customer has paid for, and software (or features) that the customer has NOT paid for.

